Advance Our Culture of
Inclusion & Innovation

The largest and fastest growing ERG with
10,000+ members across the globe

Vision

Mission

We exist to provide members with the
inspiration and skills to build their
future at Johnson & Johnson. This
dynamic community allows us to not
only bring Our Credo to life but grow
the next generation of Johnson &
Johnson leaders as they chart their
career trajectories.

We seek to #FUTUREPROOFJNJ by
embracing a start-up mindset,
reimagining development and
generating strategic insights.

1200+ members gathered at the GenNOW
Summit, where we were championed by Alex
Gorsky and other senior leaders to continue
to embrace the Start-Up Mindset, and shape
the future of work #FUTUREPROOFJNJ

“The event was very encouraging
and inspiring, especially for new
GenNOW members like myself, to
see the great value and support J&J
has for the younger generation.”
- Yali Huang, Global Corporate Affairs

“To feel connected with our
colleagues from around the
world in just one hour is
something astonishing, isn’t it?”

Established a Global Cultural Exchange,
sparked by the isolation felt by employees during
COVID-19, as an anonymous and safe space for
employees to connect and share about their
cultures, backgrounds and experiences
navigating through this difficult time

225+

Global
employees

15

Every region

Countries

Build a Diverse Workforce
for the Future

+ Enhances the leadership pipeline
+ Fosters better intergenerational
relationships
+ Improves diversity and drives innovation
+ Started in 2017 with 20 pairs in NA
pharm and is now 500+ pairs across all
regions and sectors
Number
of pairs
by region:

EMEA

100

APAC

66

NA

343

Enhance Business
Performance & Reputation
A safe learning environment
for GenNOW members
to engage with senior
J&J leaders

Ignited a Start-up Mindset
movement to:
+ Spark innovative initiatives aimed at
advancing business outcomes
+ Facilitate a culture shift that inspires
people to lead in competencies like
agility and innovative thinking
Generated 5 big ideas
through LATAM Faster
Forward Hackathon
focused on improving
agility and decreasing
process complexity

LATAM

148

350+

Conducted CEO
Participants
Speaker and Masters
30+
of the Mindset Series
Countries
in EMEA and APAC
featuring company
founders speaking about start-up
capabilities to inspire employees to
think boldly and work differently

$760k

In savings

200 GenNOW members offered
insights and suggestions to shape J&J
Vision’s approach to sustainable
solutions for contact lenses

Co-authored Future of Work white paper
for Med Device APAC that was presented
to top 200 leaders across the region

Looking Ahead

Expand cross-ERG and business
partnerships to amplify impacts of the
Global Cultural Exchange initiative

Looking Ahead

represented in
each exchange

Expanded Reverse Mentoring globally

Multigenerational workplace expert,
Lindsay Pollack, moderated a discussion
with 120 NA employees on generational
diversity in today’s workplace and how to
lead and foster a multigenerational team

Continue to create a strategic and
scalable framework for Reimagining
Development to #FUTUREPROOFJNJ

Looking Ahead

Globalize the CEO Speaker
Series to continue to live into a
Start-Up Mindset
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